The Ancient Genetic Networks of Obesity: Whole-Animal Automated Screening for Conserved Fat Regulators.
Caenorhabditis elegans is the first and only metazoan model that enables whole-body gene knockdown by simply feeding their standard laboratory diet, E. coli, carrying RNA interference (RNAi)-expressing constructs. The simplicity of the RNAi treatment, small size, and fast reproduction rate of C. elegans allow us to perform whole-animal high-throughput genetic screens in wild-type, mutant, or otherwise genetically modified C. elegans. In addition, more than 65% of C. elegans genes are conserved in mammals including human. In particular, C. elegans metabolic pathways are highly conserved, which supports the study of complex diseases such as obesity in this genetically tractable model system. In this chapter, we present a detailed protocol for automated high-throughput whole-animal RNAi screening to identify the pathways promoting obesity in diet-induced and genetically driven obese C. elegans. We describe an optimized high-content screening protocol to score fat mass and body fat distribution in whole animals at large scale. We provide optimized pipelines to automatically score phenotypes using the open-source CellProfiler platform within the context of supercomputer clusters. Further, we present a guideline to optimize information workflow from the automated microscope to a searchable database. The approaches described here enable unveiling the whole network of gene-gene and gene-environment interactions that define metabolic health or disease status in this proven model of human disease, but similar principles can be applied to other disease models.